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Given n weights, w I, w2, . . . , w,, such that 0 G w 1 G w2 S. . . s w ,, we examine a property of 
permutation #, where 7~* = (w,, w,,, w2, w,,_r, . . .), concerning alphabetical binary trees. 
For each permutation ‘CT of these n weights, there is an optimal alphabetical binary tree 
corresponding to ‘TT, we denote it’s cost by V(m). There is also an optimal almost uniform 
alphabetical binary tree, corresponding to W, we denote it’s cost by VU(*). 
This paper asserts that V,(n*) > V,,(m) > V(T) for all 7~. This is a preliminary result 
concerning the conjecture of T.C. Hu. Hu’s conjecture is V(n*)a V(m) for all P. 
Given a set of weights wl, w2, . . . , w,, where 
For any permutation 7T = (Wi,, wi,9 l l l 9 Win) (for abbreviation write 
?T = (i,, i2, . . . , i,)) there is an optimum alphabetic binary tree denoted by T(n) 
and there is an optimum almost uniform alphabetic binary tree [I] denoted by 
T,(m). Let V(T) and V,(T) denote the value of T(T) and T,( 7r), respectively. 
Let 8 be a set of all permutations of 1,2,. . . , n and V* be a special 
permutation where 
7P=(l,n,2,n-l,..., jtn+l-j ,... ). 
Hu’s conjecture is that 
v(T*) = max V(T). 
7rE8 
Some results related to the conjecture have been obtained which will be seen in 
the following: 
Definition 1. Given a permutation T 
n=(i,, i2,. . . , i,) 
foranyr(r=O,l,..., lin]) a T-Cpair may be composed of ik and ik+,+2r if &+I, 
. . 
lk+2, - l l 7 lk+2r have already composed r T-C pairs. 
Let (Si ki), i = 1,2, . . . , m be m T-C pairs. We denote the set of these elements 
by 12,,,, i.e. 
1 2m = ($7 s2, l l l , sm, kl, kZ, l - l , km}. 
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Deflrritron 2. Given two sets Zzm and cm, q: Zzm * ZT, is cal.ied a l-l mapping if 
for any h, E z&# 
up = h’, and cp-‘(hi) = hi. 
ItRmma Given a set cm for any WE 8 there exist m T-C pairs {(si, ki)} in m and a 
!-I mapping Q: Zzm -+ c,,, such that for any hi E Zz,, if q( hi) = h: 
z* ‘0 
tm= (1 ! I, ~~~~~,j~,n+l-j~,n-~l-j~ ,..., n+l-i,}c{l,2 ,,.., n}, 
1 2m = 131, s2, •~~t~~,k~,k~,~.~,k,}~{l,~ ,..., n). 
P&P& By induction on m. 
m= 1. If (j,,ni-1-j,)isapairin w*, then for any TCTE 8 there must exist a T-C 
pair (s,, k I 1 in 7c such that 
s,~j, and k,cln+l-j, 
which means that there is a l-1 mapping q: Z2 -3 Zz such that 
cp(s,)= j, 3 s, sj,, 
cp(k,)=n+l-j, 3 k,cn+l-j,_ 
In fact, there is at least one element in [ 1,2, . . . , jl} which is adjacent to one in 
CL2 ,a*.. n+l-j,} in 77. 
Thus the lemma holds for m = 1. 
If the lemma holds for m ‘S r we’ll prove that the lemma holds for m = r + 1. 
Let (j,,n+l-ji), i= 1,2 ,..., r + 1 be r + 1 pairs in T* and Z$,+l) be the set of 
thee&c elements. 
Without loss of generality, let 
:r = min [hi] 
h:F eLl, 
and Z?:= ~~,+,)-{jl, n + l- jl}. 
I)y the induction hypothesis for any rr c 8 in T there exist r T-C pairs (Sip ki), 
i = 2,-a.. . . , r + 1 and a 1-l malpping ;p: Zzr ---, er such that for any hi E Zz, 
q(h,)=hi 3 hishi 
where 
Izr =b2, ~39.. , s,+l, kz, k,. . . , k,+J. 
If I*, = It, then obviously the lemma holds. If Zzr # c,, assume that em Z2r = $3, 
shus for any h, E. Z2,, q(hi I;= hi =$ hi c hi. Since if Zzr n I$,=# $8 we can construct a 
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new l-l mapping 6: Z2’ ---, Z$ such that 
@(hi)= hi + 
hi C hi if hi E Zzr -cr 
hi = hi if hi E Zzr n I& 
Thus 4: I + I* satisfies that for any hi E I 
@(hi)=hi =$ hi<h: 
where Z = Zzr - e’, and I* = c’-Z2’ but ZnZ* = 0. 
Q is constructed as following. 
Let k E Z2, n c’ since k E Z2’, Q(k) = k’; since k E Zffr, Q-‘(k) = k”. Thus k G k’ 
and k”s k. If k = k’, then Q is a l-l mapping. 
Therefore 
k’= k”= k 
Q:L- k~+wb- k) is still a l-l mapping and for any hi E Z2, - k 
Q(hi)=h: _?rr hishi 
But 
I(Zzr - k) p (Z% k)l c II,’ n Z% 
If k < k’, then k”C k and k” < k’. We define z; new l-l mapping Q’ : 12, + If, by 
i 
Q(hi) if hi EZz,-{k, k”}, 
Q’(hi)= k’ if hi = k”, 
k if hi = k. 
It is easy to see that Q' is still a l-l mapping and satisfies 
Q’(hi)=hi 3 hi&hi for all hi E Zz,, 
but 
I(Z2’ - k) n (Z%- WI < I& n C,l- 
Repeat the process, eventually we have obtained a l-l mapping 4: Z2’ + c’ 
and Z and Z* such that 
+(hi) = hi =$ 
hi<hi hi EZy 
hi = hi hi EZzr-Z 
and ZnZ*- - 0. Therefore we may assume that Z2’ 61 IT’= 4. Let 
hl = min {hi} 
h,Elz, 
Case I. hl > iI. In this case for the same reason of that m = 1 there exists the 
(r+ 1)th T-C pair (sl, k,) in 7r such that 
sl<jl and k+n+l-j,. 
Therefore there is a l-1 mapping Q:Zzr U{q, k,}+ IfrU{jt, n+ l-jr} that 
satisfies for any hi E Zzr U{sz, k,} 
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Q(hi)=h: 3 h, shj 
$(hi)= jl 
{ 
Q(h) if hi E Iz,, 
if hi = ~1, 
n+l-jl if hi = ki. 
l-ience the lemma holds. 
Case II. h,s j,. Let 
R=(hl,, h,2,..., h,p)=(hi 1 hiEI*r and hisj,}, 
Ol~iously. hrp ( n + I- j, as otherwise there would exist hi E If& such that hi <jl 
which is contrary to assumption of j,. 
Since I,, n ITr = $3. among 1,2, . . . , hip at least jl elements are not in I*,. 
For the same reason of Case I there exists the (r + 1)th T-C pairs (s,, k,) in n 
which satisfies 
s1 jr and k+n+l-j, 
Therefore the proof is completed. 
Let 
24 ‘<n&p and m = n-2? 
Then for any almost uniform binary tree with n terminals there must be 2m 
terminals on level y and the rest on level q -. 1. 
Let 12,” denote the set of terminals on level q, then the cost of almost uniform 
binary tree is 
(4- 1) i Wi+ C Wi. 
i= 1 iElzm 
Obviously the first term is a constant. Thus given a permutation rr = 
(if, it, . . . ‘1 i, ), an almost uniform alphabetic binary tree T(V) is optimum if and 
only if the sum of weights on level q is minimum. 
Theorem. Given weights w15 w2, . . . , WV, where 
ad a permutation 
for any nt0 we have 
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The proof follows immediately from the fact above and the lemma. 
Since 
vu(r) 3 v( 77) for all 77 E 8. 
Thus 
v,(n*)~v(n) for all 7rE& 
It is easy to see that this result is better than that in [l]. 
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